
Keeping children with disabilities on top of their school-

work can be hard enough, but watching their struggle 

with social skills can be even more difficult. There’s a 

social dimension to every disability, but here are some 

general social skills tips that may be helpful for your child. 

REFLECTING YOUR CHILD’S BEHAVIOR 
School-age kids can be cruel to those they see as differ-
ent. Oftentimes, disabilities are invisible, but quirky be-
haviors can make children with disabilities stand out, and 
they don't realize it. 

Showing your child these behaviors can help. You can use 

snapshots of family and friends or magazine clippings as a 

visual reminder to your child of appropriate social skills. 

This way, the child is able to see and hear the expected 

behavior and you can keep the pictures on hand to re-

view often. 

IDENTIFYING FACE AND BODY CUES 

Many kids with disabilities have trouble recognizing how 

others are feeling. Some are excellent verbally but strug-

gle to read the facial expressions and body language. 
Begin by doodling happy-face-type images, gradually add-
ing new emotions like anger, fear, anxiety, distraction. 
When your child is familiar with expressions in line-

drawn form, look at storybooks and magazines together 
to identify expressions in photos. By looking at the faces 
of individuals of a wide range of ages and cultural back-

grounds, your child can learn to generalize many cues. 
Next, discreetly discuss the expressions of people 
around you in real-life situations: "The bus driver was 

frowning when you were speaking very loudly; he looked 
annoyed," or "Sean's mom smiled when you thanked her 
for driving you home from school. How do you think she 

was feeling?" 
When it comes to other's body language, help your child 
become a keen observer; even watching how characters 

interact on TV shows can help him pick up on cause-and-

effect relationships. As an advanced version, watch with 
the sound turned down have kids guessing what's hap-
pening by reading body language. 

A DIRECT APPROACH WITH PEERS 
As your child gets older, working with her teacher and 
putting together a presentation on her specific disability 

for classmates might be an option – depending on her 
comfort level. Rather than shifting focus away from the 
problem, children can acknowledge it directly and give 

their classmates an idea of why they sometimes seem 
different. 
Consider getting disability awareness packs from your 

local school board or online, too. these packs are de-
signed so parent volunteers can go into schools for a 
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whole day and give kids without a disability a taste of 
what it's like to experience the world differently. In the 

vast majority of cases, this greatly increases levels of 
compassion for classmates with learning disabilities, and 
intolerance drops dramatically. 

HANDLING INCIDENTS 
Sometimes, your child will be called upon to explain an 
incident at school with another child. Often, kids with 

disabilities end up taking the flak when there's a fight. 
Even if they're responding to another kid's provocation, 
they tend to do so loudly and indiscreetly, perhaps push-
ing back. Also, their emotions are written all over their 

faces, whereas kids without disabilities may have more 
success staying calm and talking themselves out of trou-
ble. 

Connecting and articulating the sequence of events are 
challenges. So, when time permits – and for more serious 
incidents – kids should be allowed to draw out what 

happened frame-by-frame, almost like a film storyboard. 

MAKING BIGGER CONNECTIONS 
Try social skills autopsy. Without judging or scolding, you 

just say 'Johnny, let's take a look at what you said, let's 
take a look at how grandma reacted to that, let's think 
about what you could have done and what you should 

have done. This technique is effective because it pinpoints 
exactly what went wrong and involves your child in figur-
ing out more appropriate ways to behave. To make a real 
difference, teach your child's other caregivers how to do 

it, too – so, on any given day, the child might have seven 
or eight social autopsies. 
It's also a good idea, as new situations arise, to help your 

child relate them to similar occasions from the recent 
past. "This is just like that time at Aunt Marion's wedding 
when you were so good about leaving your Game Boy in 

the car so you could join in the celebration." Generalizing 
rules of social behaviors doesn't always happens naturally 
for children with disabilities, so it's up to the child's care-

givers to help her know how to behave – even in novel 
situations. 


